
 

Damascus - Syria. 

    With Operation ARES reaching its end for the VCAF one last strike is needed in 
Damascus, the Syrian capital is facing a difficult situation, dense urban combat and 
loyalists using artillery positions from the mountains. As the rebels gain ground 
outside the city, they struggle to fight the loyalists which keep pulling out 
equipment such as armour  and helicopter, there is also an artillery position that is 
giving the rebels heavy casualties. Three targets have been located within the city. 

 Loyalist command post/Ammo deposit 
 Vehicle deposit 
 Artillery position 

 
1.  The loyalist command post is a heavily guarded facility that has been set up 

in a farm near the outskirts of the city. Ammunition is being stored there 
along with several Syrian regiments regrouping there to re-arm and rest. The 
site must be obliterated. Nothing must remain. (Use LGB’s) 

 
Reference Grid: N33 31.25/E36 20.53 



 

2. The vehicle deposit is in downtown Damascus, housing several tanks, 
APC’s and other armoured vehicles, it also has a small command post and 
some mortar positions. This site is also used to repair slightly damaged 
vehicles and to occasionally re-arm. This site must also be completely 
destroyed. (Use JDAM’s) 

 
Reference Grid: N33 22.11/E36 19.88  ALT: 2335ft 

  
Reference Grid: Same as last image              NOTE: USE LGB’s for this target 

 



 

3. Next and last target is Syrian Radar site and an artillery position up the 
mountains, this emplacement has caused heavy damage to the rebels, and 
must be destroyed at all costs. The radar site can only be partially damaged 
as we need special forces teams to be landed in there and secure this area for 
UN investigators to come in and check the country of origin for the radar 
sites. 
(Use LGB’s) 

 

Reference Grid: N33 31.88/E36 16.34 

  



 

In conclusion: 

1st target: Command post/Ammo depot - N33 31.25/E36 20.53 

2nd target: Vehicle Depot/Mortar position - N33 22.11/E36 19.88/ ALT: 2335ft  

3rd target: Artillery Emplacement/Radar Site - N33 31.88/E36 16.34 
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